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Introduction :
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) is one of the main detectors installed on the LHC (Large
Hadron Collider). It is the result of a collaboration of more than a thousand scientists around the world
whose goal is to create and study Quark-Gluon Plasmas (QGP), a state of matter of the very early universe
so hot and so dense that even hadrons are decomposed into their elementary components, gluons and
quarks. To detect this very special phase, ALICE uses a muon spectrometer to keep track of the
disintegration products of the J/ψ and Upsilon mesons, whose suppression would reveal the presence of a
QGP.
The whole ALICE detector is undergoing a major upgrade of its electronic components, with the
main objective being to increase the data acquisition rate from 1kHz to between 50 and 100 kHz. This has
lead to the development of the SAMPA chip, an Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) which is going
to be used throughout several detectors of the ALICE experiment.
In this report, we will introduce the LHC and ALICE at first, then present the SAMPA ASIC MPW1 chip
1 and its expected performances, and finally we will submit and comment the results of our
measurements.

I. The LHC and the ALICE experiment
I.1. The LHC
The LHC (Large Hadron Collider) is a particle accelerator operated by the CERN (European
Organization for Nuclear Research) located at the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva. It is currently the
world's largest and most powerful particle accelerator, measuring 27km in circumference and operating
now (since May 13th, 2015) at a total energy of 13 TeV for proton-proton collisions (6.5 TeV per beam).

The LHC reaches these high energies by using several smaller accelerators (PS and SPS, cf [figure 1.1]) as
boosters and two beams traveling in opposite directions (clockwise and anticlockwise) around the 27km
circumference at nearly the speed of light (0.999999c).
In addition to proton beams, the LHC is also accelerating Pb82+ ions to 2.56 TeV/u, which means 533
TeV per ion (total collision energy of 1066 TeV), the highest energy achieved so far for heavy ion collisions.
On the LHC, out of the 7 ongoing experiments, 4 major detectors stand out :
- ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) :
General purpose detector for high energy physics (new particles including the Higgs boson,
tests of the limits of the standard model...).
- CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) :
Study of the Higgs boson and dark matter.

- ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) :
Study of heavy ion collisions and Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP).
- LHC-b (Large Hadron Collider beauty) :
Study of the CP violation responsible for the matter-antimatter asymmetry.

Figure 1.1: CERN accelerator complex.

In the context of this placement, we are going to focus on ALICE and both its muon spectrometer
and its Time Projection Chamber (TPC).

I.2 The ALICE experiment
ALICE aims at creating and studying the properties of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). According to
Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD), the strong nuclear interaction increases with the distance between 2

color-charged particles, meaning on the one hand that it is impossible to completely separate these
particles (color confinement), and on the other hand that the closer they get, the weaker the force. At
really close range, the particles act like free-moving particles : this is called asymptotic freedom. To create
a QGP, we need to reach the temperature and/or density levels required for this asymptotic freedom.

Figure 1.2: Quark-gluon plasma phase diagram.

While such densities can theoretically be reached in neutron stars, in particle accelerators such as
the LHC, only high temperatures can be achieved.

Experimental principle :
At ALICE, we are interested in specific resonances producing pairs of muons (hence the name
dimuon). Other decay modes can end up with the production of single muons, which are considered as
background noise for the detection of the dimuon decays.
“Studied resonances” (dimuon) :
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where {u,d,c,s,b}={up,down,charm,strange,bottom}, /p designates the anti particle of p, νμ is a
muonic neutrino and x can be one of the following : u,d,c,s.

The mesons of the “studied resonances” category, composed of heavy (c + /c) or (b + /b) pairs, are
created at the very beginning of the collision when the highest energies are available. The QGP is then
established, and the newly created (c + /c) pairs have to enter the plasma. In doing so, they are destroyed
and the c and /c quarks recombine with light quarks (u, d...) at the end of the QGP to form other mesons
(like B and D mesons), resulting in a clear suppression of the mesons of the “studied resonances”.
Finally, as the binding energies Bx of the resonance x are increasing (BJ/ψ > Bψ' on the one hand and
Bϒ > Bϒ' > Bϒ'' on the other ; Bψ' < Bϒ'' < Bϒ' < BJ/ψ < Bϒ if we want to compare them all in increasing order),
by monitoring the numbers of each kind of these mesons, we can estimate the temperature of the QGP.

On the other hand, the mesons in the “background resonance” category are less massive, and are
therefore created at the end of the collision. As the B and D mesons mainly decay into Kaons and Pions
(symbols K and π), and those have a longer lifespan (cτ > 1m), most are stopped by the absorber before
decaying into muons. A lot of Kaons and Pions are also produced during the collision at the primary vertex
(the interaction point) and are stopped as well in the absorber.

Figure 1.3: Evolution of a collision-created QGP. The two beams are about to collide in the initial state,
then the system goes into a theoretical pre-equilibrium (too short to be observed), and the QGP is
established afterwards. As it expands, the particles get further and further away from each other, bringing
an end to the “asymptotic freedom”. The quarks and gluons then recombine into hadronic matter.

As we are only measuring muons in the muon spectrometer, the initial particles (J/ψ, ϒ, ...) are
reconstructed using opposite sign muon pairs, their momentums and measured trajectories.

Figure 1.4: Trajectories of particles after a collision in ALICE. We can see several reconstructed particle
trajectories in the cylindrical TPC and one muon trajectory going through the muon spectrometer.
Required resolution :
To observe thin peaks with a high amplitude rather than flat ones, we need to determine which
parameters need to be measured and the precision required for their measurements.

Figure 1.5: J/ψ decaying into a μ+ and a μ-.
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This formula means that, for example, to have a resolution of 3% on the J/ψ mass (MJ/ψ = 3 GeV/c²)
(required to distinguish the J/ψ peak from the ψ' peak), we need a precision of 1.5% on both the
momentum of the muons and the angle at which the muons are leaving the vertex where the J/ψ decayed.

Graph I.1: Distribution of invariant mass
showing two peaks : a J/ψ peak at about
3.1 GeV/c², and a ψ' peak at about 3.7
GeV/c².

Similarly for the ϒ mesons, to distinguish the peaks of the ϒ, ϒ' and ϒ'', we need a 1% resolution on
the ϒ mass (Mϒ = 10 GeV/c²), meaning a 0.5% precision on the momentum of the muons and a 0.5%
precision on their angles of escape.

Graph I.2: Distribution of invariant
mass showing three peaks : an ϒ
peak at about 9.5 GeV/c², a ϒ' peak
at about 10 GeV/c² and a ϒ'' peak at
about 10.5 GeV/c².

To calculate the momentum of the muons, we use the curvature of their trajectories (radius R) caused by
the magnetic field B :
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To track their angle, we simply use their reconstructed trajectories (cf [figure 1.4]).
The detector :
The ALICE detector is mainly composed of 2 parts : the central area (surrounding the interaction
point) consisting for the most part of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) which contineously measures
most charged particle, and the dimuon spectrometer which focuses on μ + and μ-, placed behind an
absorber to stop hadrons after the TPC.

Figure 1.6: The ALICE detectors.
The Inner Tracking System (ITS) surrounds the Interaction Point (IP) where the collisions take
place. All around it, the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is an 88 m3 cylinder filled with a mixture of
90% Neon and 10% CO2. The cathode plane is divided into rectangular sections called pads which are
individually connected to the front end electronics.

Multi Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC) uses the fact that fast particles ionize the gas. The
ions are then accelerated by a very strong electric field toward the corresponding electrode (anode at the
center for the electrons, pads forming the cathode at the end plates (MWPC) for the ions). A proportional
cascade effect ionizes more gas as the charges get closer to the electrodes, amplifying the signal while
keeping the information regarding its original amplitude.

Figure 1.7: Schematic of a Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber
(MWPC).

The muon tracking chambers also use MWPCs. The muon spectrometer is placed behind an
absorber whose role is to absorb all particles but muons. Therefore, ionizations obtained behind the
absorber are considered to be created by muons. Five stations of increasing size each containing 2 MWPCs
compose the tracking elements of the muon spectrometer.

Figure 1.8: ALICE muon spectrometer.
Stations 1 and 2 are made of quadrants while stations 3, 4 and 5 are made of rectangular slats, but they
all use the same electronic architecture. For the purpose of this report, we will focus on the design of
station 1 which was made at IPNO in Orsay (see table 1.1 for more details).

Table 1.1: Muon spectrometer station 1 configuration.
Station 1
Number of chambers

2

Number of quadrants per
chamber

4

Number of CROCUS per
station

4

Number of MANUs per
quadrant

226 (Bending)
225 (Non-bending)

Number of pads per
quadrant

3616 (Bending)
3600 (Non-bending)

Figure 1.9: Schematics of one quadrant of
a station of the muon spectrometer. We can
see three different zones with a pad
concentration decreasing when going
outwards. Indeed most particles have a
small angle and stay close to the central
beam section for these distances of several
meters.

II. Sampa ASIC and expected performances
The pads of the Multi Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC) of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
and Muon Chambers (MCH), the main tracking instruments of ALICE, are currently read by ASIC called
ALTRO (for the TPC) and MANAS on boards called MANU (4 MANAS on a MANU) (for the MCH) at the rate of
1kHz. They are going to be replaced by SAMPA, able to read pads from 50 kHz to 100 kHz (interaction rate
of 50 kHz, design goal of 100 kHz for safety margins).
The ADC also need to be changed to be adapted to the fast new electronics (cf table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Comparison between the old and the new ADC.
Old ADC

New ADC

Supply voltage (mV)

2500

2000

Number of bits

12

10

Number of channels (ch)

4096

1024

Resolution (mV/ch)

0.61

1.95

Analog gain (mV/fC)

3.6

4

Resolution (fC/ch)

0.17

0.49

Resolution (e-/ch)

1063

3063

Sampling frequency (MS/s)

10

20

II.1 The old electronics
Each MANAS can read up to 16 pads simultaneously, each MANU contains 4 MANAS meaning each
MANU board can process the information of 64 pads. On the MANU, the information is read only when a
trigger signal arrives. The signal is sequentially digitalized by only 2 12-bit ADC also present on the MANU
boards, then shaped (zero suppression) by MARC chips (also on MANU) to eliminate most of the useless
signals.

The signal is then sent to a main bus one MANU at a time until all MANU on the line have been
read. The main bus signal is collected by a Cluster Read Out Concentrator Unit System (CROCUS), which in
turn sends it through optical link to a Local Data Concentrator (LDC), which finally compacts and sends the
data to the Global Data Concentrator (GDC) and finally to the CERN Computing Grid.

The main limiting factors for the acquisition rate are the following :
→ The design (internal architecture of the chip) was made for a trigger frequency of 1kHz.
→ The digital and analog part work one after the other.
→ There are only 2 ADC on a MANU, meaning each of them has to process the data of 64 multiplexed
channels.
→ Every MANU on a bus has to be read one at a time before the line exits “busy” mode, which means each
quadrant of the detector is limited by its slowest line.

II.2 The new electronics

The SAMPA chip have 32 input channels which are read simultaneously and continuously thanks to
a buffer. The trigger signals coming from the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) at a sampling frequency of 10
MHz (cf table 2.3) selects the interesting events and rejects the others. Directly integrated into the chip,
10-bit ADCs for every channel digitalize the signal and a DSP shapes it. A board called a Dual-SAMPA can
therefore process as much information as the old MANU, 64 input channels (64 pads), but quicker as every
channel (which used to be multiplexed) has now its own ADC entry in parallel to the others. Moreover, the
analog and digital parts are working in parallel. Finally, each Dual-SAMPA board has its dedicated bus line
with the Data Acquisition system (DAQ).

Figure 2.1: SAMPA system block diagram.

In table 2.3, the main characteristics of the SAMPA chip are detailed.
Table 2.2: SAMPA specifications.

At the end of the Dual-SAMPA, GBT read-out cards (cf figure 2.2) collect the data and simply send it
through optical fiber to the Common Readout Unit (CRU).

Figure 2.2: MCH
read-out
configuration.

II.3 The prototype MPW1 chip 1 and the setup
Several prototypes and test boards for the SAMPA chip have been or are being designed. The
tested version in this internship is the SAMPA MPW1 chip 1, one early version aimed at testing only the
analog components of the chip, without ADC or any digital processing. On the 32 entries that the final
SAMPA will have, MPW1 chip 1 only has 5 input and output channels.

Figure 2.3: Setup of the test bench.

Figure 2.4: Test board MPW1 with chip 1.

The SAMPA MPW1 chip 1 was designed to collect charges from the pads on the detector and send
an amplified differential output : OUTP for the positive signal and OUTN for the negative one (cf [figure
2.5]).

blue

Figure 2.5: Screenshot of the oscilloscope. The
green graph is the input signal while the pink and
are respectively OUTP and OUTN.

The chip is powered with a regulated power supply generating 2 voltages : 1.25V and 5V. During
the tests, some measurements were made with the 1.25V supply voltage (called VDD) being slightly
modified from 1.19V to 1.31V to study the effect of changes of the supply on the chip.
To be able to recreate incoming charges from the detector, we sent the input signal through an injector
capacitance on the cable such as Qinj = Cinj x Vinj. Therefore, to inject the wanted number of charges, we
simply have to adjust the voltage accordingly on the function generator (cf figure 2.3).

The attenuator is used to be able to reach voltages as low as 2 mV, which is not possible for a standard
function generator (generator signal amplitude cannot be lower than 20 mV).
The Faraday Cage is there to keep noise to a minimum inside the chip. All cables used in the setup are
coaxial.

The chip is going to be used in several detectors functioning at different regimes (mainly TPC and
MCH). The MPW1 test board includes jumpers to be able to manually switch between configurations and
thus test the card for the different situations (cf table 2.3).
In total, 5 configurations are available, written as follows (all terms will be defined later in the next part):
Gain [mV/fC] @ Peaking Time [ns], Polarization
4mV/fC @ 300 ns, Pos
20mV/fC @ 80 ns, Neg
30mV/fC @ 80 ns, Neg
20mV/fC @ 160 ns, Neg
30mV/fC @ 160 ns, Neg
Out of those 5, 2 modes were tested :
→ 20 mV/fC @ 160 ns NEGATIVE (one of the TPC configurations)
→ 4 mV/fC @ 300 ns POSITIVE (the only MCH configuration)

III. Measurements protocols
Three types of measurements were realized :
→ Measurements of gain (as a function of the input charge and as a function of the detector capacity,
added with a T-shaped connector to the input) for 4 channels and for different supply voltages VDD ;
→ Measurement of the peaking time for both gain setups and for all channels.
→ Noise measurements with noise in electrons as a function of detector capacitance.

III.1 Gain measurements

Each channel has two outputs (called “positive” (OUTP) and “negative” (OUTN)) which have 2
components : a DC offset and an AC modulation (a semi-gaussian peak). The differential output is easily
calculated by the formula OUTP – OUTN (cf [figure 2.6]). The result has a 2 components as well :
Vbaseline = min (OUTP – OUTN)
Vmax = max (OUTP – OUTN)

[mV], DC component;
[mV], AC component.

OUTN

OUTP-OUTN

OUTP

Figure 2.6: OUTP-OUTN.
The polarization is simply the sign of the square signal sent by the function generator as input for
the chip. Positive means the input signal goes from 0V to a positive maximum value, negative that the
input signal goes from 0V to a negative minimum value (cf [figure 2.7]).

Figure 2.7: The negative square signal
used as
input (green) and the
outputs (OUTP and OUTN)
of the chip
(pink and blue).

The gain is defined as the ratio between the input charges and the output amplitude of the
differential signal. It has been decided based on the ratio between the ADC supply voltage (2V) and the
maximum charges to be collected as input by the ASIC (up to 100 fC for the TPC configuration, up to 500
fC for the MCH) to use as much of the dynamics of the ADC as possible :
Theoretically :
MCH :

2000 mV
= 4 mV/fC
500 fC

;

TPC :

2000 mV
= 20 mV/fC
100 fC

The goal is to evaluate the stability and linearity of the gain in different conditions for different
channels. To do so, we measured the 2 components of the signal, Vbaseline and Vmax, of each channel to

calculate the amplitude of the differential output. This voltage is then divided by the input charge to
obtain the gain of the channel and plotted (as a function of either input charge or detector capacity
depending on the measurement) to observe the dispersion of the values.
In practice :

Amp [mV ]=V max [mV ]−V baseline [mV ]
Gain[ mV /fC ]=

Amp [mV ]
Input Charge[fC ]

→ In the first measurement (gain vs Input Charge), only an injector capacitance is used and the
Input Charge is variable.
→ In the second measurement (gain vs Detector Capacity), a T-shaped connector is used to plug an
additional capacitance. The Input Charge is fixed (300 fC), and for every measure, we changed the value
of the detector capacitance.
To check the linearity, we simply plotted the amplitude of the output as a function of the input
charge.
It is important to note that voltages are measured here in DC mode. While the amplitude is not
going to be affected, Vbaseline and Vmax will. It is a way to measure the natural offsets of OUTP and
OUTN, which is useful to both the designers and the testers for visualizing if there is any major flaw on a
particular chip and as it allows comparisons between Vbaseline and Vmax of the different test teams.

III.2 Peaking time measurements
The peaking time of the output signal is the time required for the electronics to fully react to an
input. In other terms, it is the charge integration time. The sudden electric field variations is represented
here by a square voltage signal. It is measured through a special function of the oscilloscope giving the xcoordinate (time) at the maximum of the y-axis function (OUTP – OUTN) :
tpeak = x@max (OUTP – OUTN)

[ns]

It is made in AC mode, allowing for a more accurate measurement of the maximum of OUTP – OUTN.
The peaking time of the old electronics for the MCH configuration used to be 1.2 μs (90% of the
charges were collected). The new design only collects 60% of the incoming charges, but is 4 times faster
with a peaking time of 300 ns.

III. 3 Noise measurements
The noise sources are diverse : lack of Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), intrinsic noise
of the electronics (because of temperature for instance)...
The use of shielding can drastically reduce the effects of the environmental noise. In these
measurements, we use a hand-made Faraday cage to limit these exterior effects as much as possible.
However, EMC and intrinsic noise cannot be reduced without changing the whole design. Therefore
we need to quantify it to estimate the precision of the electronics. To do so, we supply the chip with both
VDDs (1.25V and 5V) and plug-in cables to simulate the detector capacity but without sending any signal.

An oscilloscope function is used for this measurement (cf [figure 2.8]) :
→ RMS (OUTP – OUTN) gives the effective value of the voltage. It is therefore the effective value of the
noise of the differential output of the chip, including the cables and the oscilloscope.

Figure 2.8: Noise measurements with an average capacity value (medium noise
amplitude).
As the noise of the equipment connected to the chip is going to change (cables and oscilloscope
here, other cables and the detector in ALICE cavern later), we need to estimate the “intrinsic” noise of
each channel of the chip, Noisech. Noisetot is the noise measured with the oscilloscope when all the cables
(input and output) are plugged in. Finally, we measured the noise of just the output cables plugged to the
oscilloscope, Noiseco. There, as we want the effective value of the noise, we subtract quadratically as
follows :

Noise ch=√ Noise tot ²−Noise co ²
To convert this voltage value into a number of electrons as displayed later in the graphs, we simply
divide by the gain [mV/fC] of the channel and by the absolute value of the charge of an electron e=1.6e-4
fC.

RMS( electrons)=

Noise ch (mV )
G(mV / fC )∗e ( fC)

IV. Results for the muon chamber (MCH) : 4 mv/fC @ 300 ns
POSITIVE
IV.1 Gain

Gain vs Input Charge :

Graph IV.1:
Linearity of the
gain up to 500 fC
for all channels.

We can see that the Amplitude is proportional to the Input Charge up to 550 fC (cf [graph IV.1]),
which meets the requirements for the ASIC (up to 500 fC). The standard deviation is very small (less than
1%) and is therefore not visible on the graph.

For this particular measurement, the gain is measured differently for better accuracy. The gain is
the slope of Amp [mV] vs Input Charge [fC]. Therefore we can calculate a linear regression for the curve
and get its parameters and standard deviation using the Excel function LINEST.

Graph IV.2:
Different fits of
Amp as a
function of the
Input Charge for
channel 2.

The determination coefficient (R²) tells us about how “well” the curve fits the points, the closer to 1
the better. The deviation here is extremely small (R²=0.9996 for the linear fit), meaning Amp is truly
proportional to Input Charge.
Also, we can see that the term in x² for the polynomial fit has a very small coefficient, meaning the
graph has very little curvature.

Applying that process to other channels, we obtain the following graph :

Graph IV.3:
Measured
gain for each
channel.

The measured gain is slightly under the target value of 4 mV/fC (cf [graph IV.3]) (maximum
deviation of 3.65% with a dispersion of values of around 2.5% is a little bit, but it may be due to the lack of
statistical data, 4 points is not enough).

We then proceeded to chart the graph of the gain versus the supply voltage VDD for 2 channels :
CH3 and CH5.

Graph IV.4: Graph of gain vs VDD for channel 3.

Graph IV.5: Graph of gain vs VDD for channel 5.
There seems to be a slight VDD dependency for the gain, with about a maximum variation of 1.6%
of the gain for a variation of VDD of 5% (cf [graphs IV.4 and IV.5]

Gain vs capacity :

Graph IV.6: Gain as a function of the Input Capacitance for VDD=1.25V.
The gain drops with the Input Capacitance increasing (cf [graph IV.6]). This is an expected effect,
since some of the 300 fC injected charge do not enter the ASIC and are instead going to the detector
capacitance : we have created a capacity bridge. The number of charges doing so is proportional to the
bridge capacitance.
As an alternative measurement, we created new cables with different values of injector
capacitance. We adjusted the amplitude of the input signal so that the injected charge was kept constant
at 300 fC.

Graph IV.7: Alternative measurement of Gain vs Input Capacity.

It seems an average gain would be around 3.94 mV/fC, but the high dispersion and the low number
of values make this measurement uncertain (cf [graph IV.7]). This can be the results of diverse parameters
such as the soldering during the cable creation.

We also studied the effects of variations of VDD as well.

Graph IV.8: Gain vs Input Capacitance for different supply voltage VDD for channel 3.

Graph IV.9: Gain vs Input Capacitance for different supply voltage VDD for channels 5.
While the change of VDD seems to induce small variations of the gain as seen before, the
significant effect is again the capacity bridge draining more and more charges as its capacitance increases
(cf [graph IV.8 and IV.9]).

IV.2 Peaking Time

Graph IV.10: The peaking time of all channels for VDD=1.25V as a function of the Input Charge.
The peaking time seems to vary around an average value of 274 ns, which is lower than the
expected value of 300 ns. No significant variations were observed when changing the supply voltage VDD.
It is to be noted that the peaking time values displayed here have already been corrected
with the delay induced by the cables (around 4 to 6.5 ns maximum). The delay induced by each cable
has been measured by comparing it to the delay of a cable whose specifications are known.

Comparison with other teams has shown some significant differences on the peaking time in the
MCH configuration (around 250 ns for other teams, so a difference between 24 to 30 ns). It is believed
these differences come from the choice of the origin of the time axis. As said in the measurement protocol
(part III of this report), all the measurements made in Orsay were triggered on the input signal from the
function generator, and there is from 25 to 30 ns between the generator signal (origin of time axis) (with
cable delay taken into account, so it is as if we are sending the signal directly into the input connectors of
the board) and the first reaction at the output connector of the board.
In any case, both values are under the target of 300 ns.

IV.3 Noise

Graph IV.11: The noise expressed in number of electrons as a function
of the Input Capacitance for all channels at VDD=1.25V.
Starting from 850 e- for 15pF up to 2500 e- for 133.5 pF, we can see that the higher the capacity,
the higher the noise (cf [graph IV.11]).
If we compare it to the simulation and results from other labs testing the chip (see next graph), we
can see that our results are coherent with the simulation on average : 800 e- at 15 pF and 1950 e- at 100
pF on average. They are slightly higher than some other results (Dubna), but are on par with results from
Bergen (cf [graph IV.12]).

Graph IV.12: Graph
showing the noise
simulation (full line) and
some results of other
testing labs.

No significant change was seen while testing for different VDDs.
As the scope statement planned for noise lower than 950 e- at 40 pF for the MCH configuration,
these results are satisfactory.

IV.4 Conclusion for the MCH
The results obtained in Orsay match the results obtained in the other test laboratories. We believe
the SAMPA design in the MCH configuration meets all the requirements in gain, peaking time and noise.

V. Results for the time projection chamber (TPC) : 20mV/fC @ 160
ns NEGATIVE
Measurements for the TPC faced significant problems. When the input had too high a capacitance
and the supply voltage was too strong (as in above a threshold depending on the input capacitance itself),
the output entered an oscillating mode (cf [figure 5.1]) with very high amplitudes in the order of several
hundred millivolts (up to a volt) for both OUTP and OUTN. When changing VDD, to make it disappear,
power cycling was not usually enough. The most efficient way proved to lower VDD under a new, lower
threshold. For values between those two threshold, it depended on if VDD had been decreased from higher
values while in oscillator mode or increased from lower values while in linear mode.
For instance, for the noise measurements, we noticed :
→ For input capacity=8.3pF, oscillator mode appears at VDD=1.31V and disappears at VDD=1.24V.
→ For input capacity=42.9pF, oscillator mode starts at VDD=1.29V and disappears at VDD=1.24V.
→ For input capacity=85.6pF, oscillator mode starts at VDD=1.23V and disappears at VDD=1.22V.

Figure 5.1: Oscillations of the outputs with
high amplitudes.

It is supposed that this regime originates from the operational amplifiers inside the SAMPA chip
exiting the standard linear mode when saturated with input charges. In this regime, the crosstalk between
adjacent channels becomes consequential.
As this oscillating regime should not be present at these levels, is not wanted for the chip, affects
too many measurements and has been observed by other laboratories, it has been decided to rework the
TPC configurations (actually all configurations requiring negative input) of the SAMPA design. For these
reasons, we are not going to present the results related to this configuration.

General conclusion :

In this report, tests of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and Muon Chamber (MCH) configurations
of the MPW1 chip 1 board of the SAMPA ASIC design have been conducted. They have validated the design
for the MCH configuration and gathered more data about the issues seen in the TPC configuration, namely
the high-amplitude oscillations observed at high injections very sensitive to the voltage supply. The new
design should help stabilize the chip for negative inputs, and in the final design, a Low Drop-Out regulator
(LDO) will be present on the Dual-SAMPA board to ensure that the supply voltage is as stable as possible.

In the meantime, extensive testing is still ongoing, most notably of the ADC and digital circuitry of
the SAMPA, and the design of the next test board MPW2 has started.
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